Abstract-In this paper, the scanning characteristics of an infinite stacked microstrip phased array in a three-layered structure are analysed. In the analysis of the field distribution, the spectral-domain Galerkin Method of Moments together with the planar dyadic Green's function is applied. An attachment mode current is employed to model the singularity of currents nearby the feed point so as to facilitate the fast convergence. The currents on all patches are expanded in terms of the trigonometric basis and weighting functions in the entire domain. The normalized patterns of the infinite microstrip array are computed in this paper and the scanning features of the antenna against the scanning angle and frequency are discussed in both the E-and H-planes.
INTRODUCTION
Microstrip antennas and phased arrays are widely used in telecommunication and radar systems due to their many well-known advantages, such as small size, light-weight, flush-mountability, inexpensive fabrication, and easy conformability, although having narrow impedance bandwidth. Over the past 20 years, a tremendous amount of theoretical and experimental work on microstrip antennas has been done. Many new ideas and design methods have been proposed to broaden the bandwidth of microstrip antennas [1] . Among these, the most straightforward way is to increase the separation between the patch and the ground plane by using a thicker substrate, although a grounded thick dielectric slab results in surface-wave mode losses. Also, the concept of stacking microstrip patches is also employed to improve bandwidth as is well known nowadays. Theoretical treatments of various stacked patch geometries have been conducted and their results published in literature [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The motivation of this paper is to combine the two techniques, i.e., increasing the thickness of the substrate (with three dielectric layers) and stacking microstrip patches (extended to an infinite microstrip phased array), so as to further broaden the bandwidth of the microstrip antennas. In other words, a microstrip phased array in a three-layered geometry is dealt with and analysed in this paper by the Garlerkin Method of Moments. Each element of the array is comprised of two-layer stacked rectangular patches fed by a small capacitor-plate mounted on the top of the coaxial probe. This structure is utilized to increase significantly the bandwidth of the antennas [6] .
This paper is organized in the following order. Section 2 presents the theoretical analysis of an infinite array of capacitor-probe-fed rectangular patches by the Garlerkin Method of Moments. In section 3, the numerical results of reflection coefficients and the normalized power patterns as a function of the scanning angle in the E-and H-planes are obtained and presented. The spectral domain dyadic Green's function components are necessarily self-contained in Appendex A for completeness.
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Consider an infinite periodic array arranged in rectangular grids as shown in Fig. 1 . For the ease of formulation, the Cartesian coordinate system is set as in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 shows the construction of the microstrip antenna array elements where the excitation is made by means of a small planar capacitor plate mounted on the top of the coaxial probe, of which the parameters are given in Fig. 2(a) . This structure is general and it can be reduced to the structure used in [9] by letting h 3 = 0, ε r3 = 1 , and W x3 = W y3 = 0 . It is assumed that the thickness of the intermediate layer, h 2 , is very small as compared with the thickness of the bottom, h 1 . The capacitance of the planar capacitor plate can be determined from its diameter and the characteristics of the dielectric substrate [6] . It is assumed that the patches, the feed capacitance plate, the feed probe and the grounded plate are perfect conductors, the thickness of the patches is infinitely thin, and the substrates are homogeneous in the x-y plane. Also, it is assumed that each element of the infinite array is excited by a 1 volt δ voltage source. In this analysis, the diameter of the feed probe is considered as that of the inner conductor rather than the outer conductor of the probe.
It is known that the field E pq at (x, y, z) in the p-direction produced by the q-directional electric source moment located at (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) can be written as:
where p and q can be x, y or z , and G pq are the Green's functions produced by a unit electric source moment and their components can be found in Appendix A. For an infinite microstrip patch array, we can simplify the problem into a cell in a unit space by using the Floquet theorem [7] [8] [9] . In order to analyze the feature of the elements of the phased array, we first formulate the dyadic Green's function in this structure. The components of the Green's functions are derived by the Floquet theorem in a periodic structure using the Poisson summation equation.
By assuming that each element is phased at a scanning angle ( θ , ϕ ) in an infinite array fed by infinitesimal q-direction current, then the electric field at (x, y, z) in the p-direction produced by the current element m = 0 and n = 0 at (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) can be written as [7] :
where a and b are the inter-element spacings along the x-and y-axes, respectively, and
For the sake of convenience, the dyadic Green's function can be expressed in component form as follows: G = xG xx x + xG xy y + xG xz z + yG yx x + yG yy y + yG yz z + zG zx x + zG zy y + zG zz z.
From the boundary conditions, the total tangential electric field components on the top and bottom patches should vanish, i.e.,
where E e tan and E s tan indicate the induced and scattered fields, and
where J = J p1 + J p2 + J p3 with J p1 , J p2 and J p3 being the unknown current density vectors on the patches respectively.
where
are the basis functions on the bottom patch (feed capacitor plate), the middle patch, and the top patch, respectively. For the bottom patch, there is a single pole at the junction point since the capacitor plate is fed by the coaxial probe. Now, let us use φ to indicate the singularity term, so that
where J R 1 is the regular current on the lowest patch. For the coordinates system shown in this paper, the singularity term of the current expansion is thus given by [10] :
and where e x , e y and the e z are x-, y-and z-directional unit vectors, respectively. Figs. 3(a) and (b) show, respectively, the x-directional currents on the patch when the feed point is located at different places (i.e., (a) at x p = 0.25w x1 and y p = 0 ; and (b) at x p = y p = 0) , where the solid, dotted and cross curves represent the currents when y = 0.002w y1 , y = 0.02w y1 , and y = 0.04w y1 , respectively. The curves in Fig. 3 reveal that the attachment mode current meets the requirements of boundary and edge conditions. The currents along both x-and y-directions are symmetric with respect to the feed point, but in opposite directions. Now, let us expand the currents on patches in terms of f 1n (x, y), f 2n (x, y) and f 3n (x, y) , i.e., where I in (i = 1, 2, 3) are unknown coefficients. Based on the cavity mode theory, the currents on the patches can be expanded in terms of the basis functions in the entire domain. For the first patch (the feed capacitance), the current expansion function is:
For the second and third patches, there is a current displacement along x-direction. Thus, the expansion function of the current distribution becomes:
where x 0i (i = 2, 3) are the displacements from the coordinate origin between the second and third patches.
In the previous formulation, the Fourier transformation has been used in Equations (9), (12) and (13) . Considering the difference of the integration interval, we then obtain for i = 2 and 3 :
and w xi and w yi (i = 1, 2 , and 3) are the x-and y-dimensions of the patches, respectively. For the patch between the first and second substrates, the same diameter D is used to represent its length and width, i.e., w x1 = w y1 = D . By assuming that the radiation element is phased at the scanning angle (θ, ϕ) , the electric field integral equation (EFIE) can then be obtained and solved by Galerkin Method of Moments. With this technique, the equation in matrix form can be rewritten as [7] :
where [Z] is the impedance matrix of the size (
, expressed as: 
The elements of the impedance matrix (18) can be further expressed as:
where the components of the matrix can be found in Appendix B. The input impedance is
where X L is the inductance of the probe, given by [3] 
After we have obtained the impedance, the reflection coefficient as a function of scanning angle (θ, ϕ) is [11] 
where Z 0 (0, 0) is the input broadside impedance. The element gain pattern G (θ, ϕ) is related to the reflection coefficient by
NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have considered three independent problems and their relevant convergences. First, although (9) presents the attachment mode current on the patch as an infinite summation, ten terms are shown to be sufficient for the summation to achieve the needed accuracy since the speed of convergence has been accelerated in the analysis. Second, the elements of the matrix are determined by (19), (24)-(27) and each term in the infinite summation represents a Floquet mode of periodic structure, thus we should truncate the infinite summation. In our calculation, 301 Floquet modes (−150 < m, n < 150) are adopted. This mode number is more than that chosen in [7] because the selected attachment mode presents not only the rapid variation of the feed current distribution but also the rapid variation of the current distribution near the feed point. Thus, it has a broader bandwidth. Lastly, we must make proper expansion of the currents on the patches so as to include the edge effects of the currents, based on the results in [7] [8] [9] . We have found the current (m x , m y ) = (1, 0), (3, 0), (5, 0), (7, 0) in the x-direction and (m x , m y ) = (0, 2) in the y -direction both meeting the prescribed resolution, in which the mode (1, 0) is the main cavity mode while the mode (0, 1) represent the component of cross section, so that six or seven modes are needed only in this computation (for the lowest patch one attached mode should be included).
In our calculation, we assumed that the impedance is matched when the scanning angle is (θ, ϕ) = (0, 0) , so the reflection coefficient is 0. The spacing between the two adjacent elements is The results given above are very similar to the results in [7] and [9] . The model developed in this paper can be easily simplified to that in [7] and [9] .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has presented a Method of Moments solution to the problem of an infinite stacked microstrip phased array in a three-layered structure. Validation of the theoretical analysis has been indirectly examined by reducing the model to a one-layered and two-layered structures and comparing with some existing results. Numerical results are obtained in this paper in order to show the performance of the microstrip phased array antenna of infinite elements. It is shown from the studies that the phased array has wider scanning performance than a conventional patch array.
APPENDIX A. GREEN'S FUNCTION COMPONENTS
By using the SDT technique [12] [13] [14] [15] and a lengthy algebraic manipulation (for which detailed procedure is available in [16] ), we can obtain and list the necessary dyadic Green's function components that used in this paper.
where 
